Main Description of house.
a large stone three story house in the harbor district of Stormwind. There is a small tower on the back of
the building, which Forgewalker has turned into his “Lodge”
there are four main rooms on the first floor is the study, the kitchen, the formal dining room, and
Loreley's bedroom.
out the back is a large courtyard, half covered by a roof, half open. under the roof are several mount
stalls and stables for Forgewalker’s pets.
the second floor is the personal living quarters for Killean and Alyanaa.
the third floor is alyanaa's personal training/meditation room, with practice dummies, and removable
pads for the floor. There are also holy symbols engraved into the stone of the walls, set with gold.

Several holy symbols from Alyanaa’s meditation room

the basement is killean's workshop which contains yet another library, not one that invites casual siting
and reading though, the shelves are full of black leather bound books, grimores, scrolls bound in black
ribbon... on a pedastal is a book that looks bound in human skin.
In one corner is a summoning circle,it is etched into the floor, and inlaid with silver.

Summoning circle when energy is going through it

there is a worktable along one wall. Scattered through the shelves are various dark arcane nick‐knacks.
One one shelf is what appears to be a human skull made if crystal, with candles near it and what look to
be entertainment books of some sort.

Main Hall
Lining the main hallway mounted on the walls in glass cases are well made silk and velvet versions of
normal wearing tabards.
Guild tabard for the Tigeraxe Guild

Scryer tabard

Aldor tabard

shattered sun offensive tabard

Argent Dawn Tabard

Competitor's Tabard

Kirin Tor tabard

Wyrmsrest Accord tabard

Explorer’s Tabard

Main Study
This is the largest room in the house.
there are shelves surrounding the entire room, except for where there are items hanging on the wall
there are 4 plush velvet chairs, each with an accompanying table and lamp.
The lamps are of Dalaran make, using no flame to create light, instead crystals light up on command to
various light intensities.
there is also a large fire‐place with a mantle in the wall opposite the door.
The staffs are hanging vertically on the wall, in glass cases.
Soulkeeper, Staff of the Twin worlds, and Conjurer's Staff are in slightly larger cases due to their design,
the matching staffs are on either side of the fireplace
Soulkeeper

Staff of the Twin Worlds

Conjurer’s Staff

The Etherial Blade and the Vibro blade are crossed on the wall, to one side of the mantle
Etherial Blade

Vibro blade

Archaic defender and duskbringer are crossed on a wall, over the case of the Conjurer's staff
Archaic Defender

Duskbringer

Other two handed swords and axes are hanging vertically as well.
Verigan's fist is in a case on top of the mantle

Verigan’s Fist

interspersed on the shelves is a collection of odd items on display, among various books.
both Killean and Alyanaa's argent Dawn Commissions
the Orb of the Black Whelp (a purple sphere‐like crystal with a golden dragon wrapped around it)
a Horn of the Harvest (a silver and gold hunting horn)
a Lantern of Elune (lantern of obvious night elf make that glows softly)
a pair of purple glowing goggles
a gnomish power converter((a battery‐like device that has a button to launch a flair))
a keyring with several keys, including the keys to Scholomance and Diremaul
both a yellow and a blue brewfest tankard
a glowing circlet made of energy floats in a glass box

there is a picture of killean and alyanaa with a small blue draenei child standing outside the Exodar

In one corner is a hip height brazier, with what appears to be a female draenei made of flame in it,
dancing

Brazier of Dancing flame

Forgewalker’s Lodge
The small tower at the back of the manor house is Forgewalker’s Lodge.
Amid random trophies (different antlers and such), are various weapons on the walls
Several axes, swords, and pole arms, are hanging vertically on the walls
Master Hunter's Rifle and Sniper Rifle are crossed behind a small shield with the alliance crest on it, over
a small fireplace

Master Hunter’s Rifle

Sniper Rifle

Has several other firearms, bows and crossbows on the walls hanging horizontally.
There are two fur and leather covered chairs, which are quite comfortable.
Aside from the fireplace there are several oil lamps on the
The second floor of the tower is Forgewalker’s bedroom. There is a large bed piled high with sheep
skins and furs.
The third floor is a store room for pet supplies
The fourth floor is an aerie for flying pets.

Hanging from the wall in the main room are the following tabards
Tigeraxe Guild tabard

Competitor's Tabard

Kurenei Tabard

